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A PERSONAL LESSON IN EXTREME LEADERSHIP

http://amzn.to/294Vau2
LEADERSHIP
What is leadership?

Silent writing.
3 mins.
What is leadership?

Share with your table group.
5 mins.
“We have diluted the meaning of leadership to such a profound degree that it’s become just another label. But LEADERSHIP is not that easy, so we con ourselves into believing that the WORD is the same as the ACTION.”

- Steve Farber
POSIERS
Extreme Leadership:
A wholehearted commitment to making things better; often at the risk of failure and sacrifice

- Steve Farber
What words come to mind when you think of LOVE?

Shout out.
What might LOVE look like in a business context?

Table discussion
5 mins.
What might LOVE look like in a business context?

Share examples.

3 min.
Do what you love in the service of people who love what you do.
LOVE
What do you LOVE about your work?

Silent writing.

3 min.
What do you LOVE about your work?

Share in pairs.
3 min.
ENERGY
How do you generate ENERGY?

Group discussion. 3 min.
How do you generate ENERGY?

Share great ideas. 3 min.

@PrettyAgile
AUDACITY
AUDACITY

“A bold & blatant disregard for normal constraints.”
A leader’s greatest obligation is to make possible an environment where people can aspire to change the world.

- Carly Fiorina
What OS!M will you pursue next week to inspire AUDACITY?

Silent writing
3 mins.
How will you provide PROOF to yourself and others?

Silent writing.
3 mins.
Share with pair/trio.
6 mins.
"Extreme Leaders don't leave love in the parking lot when they get to work. They bring it in the door with them."
@jeantabaka #leadership
Take the Radical LEAP®

Cultivate LOVE
Generate ENERGY
Inspire AUDACITY
Provide PROOF
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